TOM: How it works
TOM:Tikkun Olam Makers brings together Makers, engineers, designers, innovators and
problem solvers together with Need-Knowers (people with a deep understanding of specific
disability challenge) to develop extremely affordable open-source solutions for real-life
challenges.
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TOM: Makeathons
72-hour marathons of making, organized by
local TOM communities where Makers and
Need-Knowers work together to develop
affordable solutions to specific challenges,
resulting in working prototypes.
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TOM: Developer Groups
Local Makers volunteer their time and
resources to develop affordable assistive
technology on an ongoing basis. Groups meet
regularly at local makerspaces, continuing to
turn prototypes into products.

TOM: Open Makers
Market

Online marketplace for sharing opensource technological solutions where users
can download and adapt designs for their
individual needs, keeping accessibility high
and costs low.
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TOM: Products
Vital’s sensor
Designated
parking
spaces are helpful, but
when people park too
close to a wheelchair
accessible vehicle,
wheelchair
users
cannot get into
their
cars.
This
sensor signals nearby
drivers to let them
know to park further away.

Sefi’s page turner
Sefi is paralyzed from
the neck down and
needs
help
with
many
day-to-day
activities. He loves
reading, so Makers at
TOM:TLV constructed
a simple system using
electronics and elastic
bands with a 3D printed
machine to turn pages for him.

Uyen’s Chair
4-year old Uyen was
born with Cerebral
Palsy. Her family
cannot
afford
a
wheelchair
readily
available
in
the
developed
world
($2000+). This custommade wheelchair with full
body support was designed
at TOM:Vietnam for $88.

Kim’s Grabber
Kim
was
born
without arms and
legs and relies on
others to access
out-of-reach items.
Makers at the Bay
Area
Makeathon
developed a ‘grabber’
in which Kim can use her
mouth to grab and move objects
closer.
Ran’s leg support
Ran is a wounded
veteran, paralyzed
from
the
knee
down. Makers at
TOM:JLM developed
an electronic support
system that alerts him
when his leg is under too
much pressure, saving him
from severe pain and further
injury.

Rehabilitation
gamification
Makers
at
TOM:TLV created
an interactive rehab
game that counters the
monotony of rehabilitation
exercises. As opposed to virtual
reality rehabilitation rooms that
can cost upwards of $1 Million,
this system costs less than
$1000.

TOM: Global
Makeathon locations

TOM: Vision and Mission
TOM: Tikkun Olam Makers is a global movement that drives innovation in assistive technology
through the making of extremely affordable, open-source solutions to neglected problems
and real-world challenges facing people with disabilities.
TOM is inspired by the Reut Group’s vision of a model society where the benefits of
innovation and prosperity are shared, as well as by the 21st Century Tikkun Olam vision
of Israel and the Jewish People making a significant contribution to the lives of 250 million
people within a decade.

TOM: Partners

